The benefits of taxing cigarettes in middle income countries
People on low incomes have the most to gain
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In a linked article, published on the heels of the 17th World Conference on Tobacco or Health, Jha and colleagues in the Global Tobacco Economics Consortium (doi:10.1136/bmj.k1162) provide a detailed analysis of the effects of a substantial (50%) increase in the tobacco excise tax in 13 middle income countries. In their model of half a billion male smokers, estimates of the responsiveness of demand to cigarette tax increases suggest they will result in substantial smoking cessation (particularly among people on low incomes), reduce tobacco attributable years of life lost, and decrease the risks of catastrophic medical costs in these countries. Many economists, including former US treasury secretary Lawrence Summers, argue that taxes could be more effectively applied to slow the global epidemic of non-communicable diseases, especially in low and middle income countries. Not only do such fiscal policies reduce tobacco consumption, they also denormalise tobacco use and can support funding for public health programmes.

Here, we review some economic arguments for cigarette taxation. These are useful to justify these taxes, particularly to those who eschew government paternalism, and they inform the thornier discussion on how high the tax should be. Firstly, smokers generate costs for non-smokers, such as from diseases due to secondhand smoke or environmental pollution from discarded butts. Although most economists would agree that such environmental externalities justify some form of governmental intervention, direct regulation of exposure to secondhand smoke is likely a more effective policy instrument than taxation to deal with them. Moreover, the appropriate tobacco tax such that smokers pay the costs of environmental externalities is probably small.

Secondly, smokers impose future costs on publicly financed health systems. This argument has been muddied (and subsequently exploited by the tobacco industry) because expenditures for smoking related illness can be offset by decreased public benefits due to shorter lifespans of smokers. However, this accounting often fails to incorporate the economic and social contributions of those who live to older ages in good health.

A more powerful economic argument for high cigarette taxes rests on behavioural principles. Important evidence has emerged not only on the addictiveness of nicotine but also on people’s hyperbolic discounting (a time inconsistent degree of patience—discounting the near term future more than the long term future—that prevents people from following through on past commitments). These behavioural features rationalise taxes as a way of aligning behaviour to long term preferences and suggest substantially higher taxes than those justified by concerns about externalities alone. Jha and colleagues usefully counter one common argument against cigarette taxes: that they are regressive. Indeed, people on low incomes are much more likely than people on high incomes to cease smoking as prices rise and will therefore reap health gains large enough to neutralise concerns about regression.

Much remains to be learnt: research is required across the developing world to estimate optimal taxes according to local tobacco markets, health system costs, and people’s discount rates of the future costs of smoking. Also, cigarette taxes are often part of an anti-tobacco policy package, potentially confounding the estimated effects of tax increases on demand. Finally, taxes should be designed to minimise switching to cheaper (perhaps unhealthier) types of tobacco, and to prevent illegal tax avoidance.

Tobacco use remains a leading cause of premature mortality worldwide, its health consequences are disproportionately on people on low incomes, and tobacco production and use creates substantial adverse global environmental impacts. Public health professionals advocate for total abstinence from tobacco use and view high excise taxes primarily as a public health intervention and not a government revenue tool. Economists might, however, argue that the optimal amount of smoking in society is not zero. As the number of smokers becomes small, the costs of anti-smoking policies can become...
higher than their social benefits. Yet we should remember that cigarette taxes do not exist in a policy vacuum. All countries are committed to reducing preventable non-communicable diseases, and this stated social preference means that reduction of smoking related illness counts not only towards the “private” gain of smokers but towards broader social goals.

Both economists and public health advocates agree that a substantial price increase on tobacco will result in decreased tobacco consumption and resulting illness. Jha and colleagues have done yeoman’s work in their analysis, and they dispel some common misconceptions about raising tobacco taxes in middle income countries (see box 1 in the linked paper on bmj.com). Ministers of Finance of signatory countries to the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control should understand the fiscal and health benefits of the tax guidelines in the framework just as clearly as the public health advocates who so vigorously support them.12
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